The authors place the terms and definitions contained in this article into the public domain in order to elicit comments and discussion from readers. After much discussion and many modifications on the part of the Working Group on the VR Glossary, the revised glossary will be submitted as a IEEE draft standard. Then a VR Glossary Balloting Committee will be formed and ultimately vote on the inclusion of individual words and definitions into the IEEE Standard 100 Dictionary of Electrical and Electronic Terms.
Introduction
The following terms and definitions from numerous sources are being proposed to the IEEE Standards Working Group on Virtual Reality Terminology. The definitions are being placed in the public domain for discussion only and do not constitute a draft standard. The authors invite suggestions from interested persons. To suggest modifications or propose new terms and/or definitions, you may email r.blade@ieee.org or contact Richard Blade through the IJVR. If you wish to actively participate in the glossary working group, or any other standards working group, you should fill out the survey form found on the last page and send a xerox copy to Richard Blade at the IJVR.
Glossary of Terms
absolute values: Position and orientation within a virtual space as measured from a single, constant point of origin. If a real or virtual object is moved, its previous coordinates are ignored, and new position and orientation measurements are taken. accelerator: Specialized hardware that increases the speed of graphics calculations. accommodation: Change in the focal length of the eye's lens to maintain focus on a moving close object. actuator: Usually mechanical (hydraulic) or electric means used to provide force or tactile feedback to a user. ambient light: Naturally occurring illumination arising from outside the apparatus. articulation: Objects composed of several parts that are separately moveable. artificial reality: Simulated spaces created from a combination of computer and video systems. aspect ratio: Ratio of width to height of the field of view. assistive agents: Artificial intelligence algorithms developed to guide users through a VR world, and to coach the user on available choices within the world. augmented reality: The use of transparent glasses on which a computer displays data so that the viewer can simultaneously view computer generated and real world scenes. autonomy: Performance or action of the object on the rule of physics, biology, or a virtual world, but not by independent decision of a human operator. avatar: A user's graphical persona inside a virtual world. back clipping plane: A distance beyond which objects are not shown. backdrop: The stationary background in a virtual world.
The boundary of the world which cannot be moved or broken into smaller elements. backface removal: The elimination of those portions of a displayed object that are facing away from the viewer. binocular: Displaying a different image to each eye for the purpose of stereographic viewing. "through" a computer monitor to a virtual outside world using a stereoscopic display system. That is, to a person looking through a stereo "window" to a virtual "outside", the person imagines him/herself to be in a fish tank. force feedback: An output device that transmits pressure, force or vibration to provide the VR participant with the sense of resisting force, typically to weight or inertia. This is in contrast to tactile feedback, which simulates sensation applied to the skin. fractal: A self-similar graphical pattern generated by using the same rules at various levels of detail. That is, a graphical pattern that repeats itself on a smaller and smaller scale. world in the hand: A metaphor for visualized tracking where a tracker is held in the hand and is connected to the motion of an object in a display.
yaw:
The angular displacement about the vertical axis.
